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Defects play an important role in the electronic and optical properties of amorphous

solids in general. Here we present both experimental and theoretical investigations on

the nature and origin of defect states in anodic rutile TiOi thin films (of thickness 5nm to

20nm). There is experimental evidence that the observed gap state at 0.7eV below the edge

of conduction-band is due to an oxygen vacancy. For this reason, oxygen vacancies are used

in our model. A comparison of the calculated bulk-photoconductivity to photospectroscopy

experiment reveals that the films have bulk-like transport properties. On the other hand

a fit of the surface density of states to the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) on the

(001) surfaces has suggested a surface defect density of 5% of oxygen vacancies. To resolve

this discrepancy, we calculated the dc-conductivity where localization effects are included.

Our results show an impurity band formation at about pc= 9% of oxygen vacancies. We

concluded that the gap states seen in STM are localized and the oxygen vacancies are

playing the role of trapping centers (deep levels) in the studied films.
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1- Introduction

Defects play an important role in the electronic and optical properties of amorphous

solids in general. They can play a role of trapping centers (deep levels) impeding the

conduction as well as they can play a roie of dopants (shallow ievels) which led Investigators

(Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley) to the invention of the transistor. To understand their

effects, it is essential to know their nature in more detail. In the case of anodic rutile

TiO-i films, the literature suggests [1] that oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ interstitials may

be aicng the important defects in the system. Recently, scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) together with tunneling spectroscopy (TS) experiment [2] showed that the gap states

at about 0.7eV below the edge of conduction band are mainly due to contribution from

oxygen vacancies. For this reason we used these vacancies as defects in our calculations

and we studied their effects on tbe electronic properties.

In this paper, we describe in details the origin and the nature of the gap states seen

in STM experiment. In our calculations, we use the Equation-of-Motion (EOM) method

[3], which achieves its efficiency and convenience [4] by avoiding the direct diagonalization

of the Hamiltonian in calculating the spectrum of highly disordered solids. We apply this

method to full (section 2 and 3) and simplified (section 4) tight-binding models developed

by Vos [5]. The oxygen vacancy is described by [6] a Yukawa potential and a soft positive

core.

In section 2, we describe our calculations of the bulk photoconductivity and we compare

our results to the photospectroscopy experiments. We show that the slowly grown anodic

T\Oi films (5nm to 20nm thick) are very close to single crystal rutile in their transport

properties. In section 3 we compare our calculated surface density of states (SDOS) to the

STM experiments and show that the above films have disordered electronic structure. To
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resolve this discrepancy between photospectroscopy and STM experiments, we present in

section 4 our calculations of the dc-conductivity, where localization effects are included. In

the last section, we summarize our conclusions.

2. Photoconductivity

In an earlier work [7] we reported the calculations of the electronic structure of rutile

TiOi containing oxygen vacancies. We applied (7) the EOM method to the extensions of

the full tight-binding model of Vos [5] to study the density of states as a function of oxygen

vacancy concentration and film thickness. For the calculation' details we refer the reader

to fiefs.[6] and [7]. In an experimental work [8] the authors reported photoelectrochemical

spectra of anodic oxides grown onpolyojstal l ine ' ionium substrates. The oxides were

grown by potential Tamping at 0.1 mV/s, the lowest growth rate reported in the literature.

As the growth rate was increased the oxides become homogeneous and more disordered.

The electron diffraction studies [8] showed that the oxides of interest always had a rutile

structure. The size and degree of ordering of oxide grains were dependent on the growth

rate, substrate crystallography and film thickness. The authors of Ref.[8] evaluated the

photospectra of the oxide using the simple Butler model [9] (based on the assumption of

parabolic band structure) for semiconductor/electrolyte junctions. Their analysis suggested

an indirect bandgap of 3.3eV and a direct bandgap of 3.7eV for slowly grown oxides (which

are of our interest in this article).

In the linear response theory, the photoconductivity of non-interacting electron gas

is given by the Kubo-Greenwood formula [10]. We used our density of states results re-

ported in Ref.[7] and assumed that all the states contribute to the conductivity (neglect of



localization) in evaluating the Kubo-Greenwood formula:

[E>
N(E)N(E + hu)dE (1)

Where N(E) is the density of states at energy E and Ej is the Fermi energy. This approxi-

mation assumes that the matrix elements coupling the light to the electron-hole pairs are

independent of the wave-vectors of the electron and hole created in the absorption process.

To relate the optical conductivity <r(u) to the quantum efficiency JJ, we note that [11] the

absorption coefficient a oc £ (as long as the real part of the dielectric function is varying

slowly with u) and we assume [8] that r) X a. We evaluated eq. (1) for samples of size

8x8x10 unit cells (3840 atomic sites) of TiOj containing oxygen vacancies with concentra-

tions 0, 1, 5 and 10%. We included in the calculations 5d orbitals on titanium and Is and

3p orbital on oxygen. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed on the system in the

directions normal to the c-axis. This model configuration approximates the situation in a

TiOi iitm about 3.0nm thick.

The assumption of parabolic bands, together with the assumption that the photocurrent

is proportional to the absorption coefficient a (i.e: Butler model) leads to the relation:

= const (hi/ - Es)
n (2)

Where rj is the quantum efficiency and n depends on whether the transition is direct (n=l/2)

or indirect (n=2). If eq. (2) is true, then a plot of (tjfci/)1'™ versus kv will provide an x-

axis intercept equal to the semiconductor bandgap. Expressing the results as indirect

bandgap plots, (JJAW)1'2 versus hu, we show in fig.l a comparison between our theoretical

results (in solid curves) and the experiments [8] (curves in crosses). The experimental

data correspond to films of different thicknesses: 5CL4 (final growth voltage of 1.5V), 120.4

(3.5 V) and 200A (5.5 V). However, the theoretical curves correspond to the results of our
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calculation described above for a sample with no oxygen vacancies. What is significant in

fig.l is the agreement between theory and experiment at photon energies just above the

band edge. (While we have made several assumptions, as discussed above, in computing

the solid curves we emphasize that we have not assumed that the bands are parabolic near

the bandgap.) The bands near the bandgap for our model are almost flat, not parabolic

(see Vos'paper [5]). This agreement shows that the energy gap is 3,0 and the assumption

of parabolic bands implicit in eq. (2) is not valid here. Hence the 3.3eV suggested by

Butter model does not correspond to the bandgap at all. The linear region, which was

extrapolated to find the gap could be due to transitions between parabolic bands higher

than the bandgap. To draw definitive conclusions requires a full group theoretic analysis

which we have not undertaken. We deduced from our comparison that the films in of in teres t

are very close to bulk rutile in their transport properties with an optical bandgap of 3.0eV.

3. STM and surface density of states

It is well known [12] that the plots of the dynamic conductance versus the applied bias

on the tip, j£ versus V, are analogous to the surface density of states (SDOS) plotB. It has

been a tradition to look at the normalized conductance (ratio of dynamic to static conduc-

tances) tosuppresstbe dependence on the tip-surface distance. The normalized conductance

is derived from an I-V curve, which can be summarized as follows: i)- Applying a negative

bias makes Fermi energy in tl-e tip higher than the one at the surface. As a consequence,

the electrons start tunneling from tip to titanium states on the surface as soon as the tip

voltage crosses the energy of surface donor states. Therefore STM image shows only Ti

atoms when a negative bias is applied, ii)- In contrast, applying a positive bits at the tip

makes Fermi level in the tip lower than the one at the surface. As a result, the electrons

start tunneling from the oxygen states on the surface to the tip as soon as the tip voltage
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crosses the energy of surface acceptor states. Therefore, STAI images show only oxygen

sites when a positive bias is applied. In fig.la we show the experimental results reported

by Fan and Bard [2] on anodic TiOi (001) surface. This figure reveals that the surface

certainly contains defects, yet it is not completely amorphous because the bandgap still

exists.

In figure 2b, we show our calculated SDOS on the same energy scale as in fig.2a for

comparison. This SDOS is calculated for a sample of size 8x8x2 unit cells containing 5%

oxygen vacancies and under periodic boundary conditions in the directions normal to the

c-axis. The results of experiment (fig.2a) and theory (fig.2b) are qualitatively similar. The

good fit of the donor states suggests that the surface defect density is about 4.74xl0i;>cm~2.

The difference between fig. 2a, and 2b in the shape of vaJence and conduction bands is due

to several factors. One reason we mention is that the experimental figure includes some

local effects: namely the tip sees more oxygen sites than the ratio of our normalized SDOS

(4 Oxygen atoms to 2 Titanium atom). Thus, we also display the SDOS (dotted curve in

fig. 2b) which contains a contribution of 5 Oxygen sites and 2 Titanium sites to show that

the local effects can improve the comparison in the continuum regions.

4. DC-conductivity

To resolve this discrepancy between the photoconductivity and STM experiments, we

present calculations of the dc-conductivity where localization effects are included. In the

linear response theory the dc-conductivity for non-interacting eiectron gas at T = 0°A' is

given by [13] Kubo-Greenwood formula (when Ej = E):

o{E) = (3)

Where the polarization is taken in the direction of x-axis, a and f) label eigenstates, P1
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is the momentum operator (P' = -%[X,H]), SI is the volume of the sample and H is the

Hamiltonian of the system. We applied the EOM method on a simplified {2D) tight-binding

model of Tt'Os which contains oxygen vacancies with concentrations 1, 5, 8, 9 and 10%. The

details of our calculations will appear elsewheTe [14]. Special attention in our study is paid

to the nature of gap statesarising from oxygen vacancies.

The model we study here consists of two layers of TtOj with faces normal to the (001)

direction. We include Ip orbital per Oxygen site and Id orbital per Titanium site. We

use a sample of size 40x40 units (1200 sites) with periodic boundary conditions. In figure

3 we show the total DOS (upper curve) for the sample described above without oxygen

vacancies. We show also the contributions from titanium and oxygen sites separately. The

gap which we calculate in this simplified model is (4.24eV) larger than the bandgap of the

full model (3.04eV). This simplified model, however, is used to illustrate the usefulness of

the EOM method to discriminate between extended and localized states (see below).

In figure 4, we show the effects of including 1, 8 and 10% of oxygen vacancies at

randomly selected oxygen sites in the 2D sample described above. The solid lines present

the results of DOS and the dotted curves show the results of dc-conductivity as a function

of energy. In the results of DOS, the tail of donor states grows with oxygen vacancy

concentration. There is also "F-center band" due to states on the oxygen vacancies, lying

well above the conduction band as found before [7]. The dc-conductivity results, on the

other hand, give information about the localization of the states appearing in the DOS

curves (no contribution from localized states). The important features in our results are:

i)- We could discriminate between localized and extended states in the DOS. ii)- There is a

threshold of defect density (pc = 9% of oxygen vacancies) for impurity band formation, iii)-

For defect densities below this threshold (p < p t) the functional form of the conductivity and



the mobility edge are almost invariant, iv)- As the oxygen vacancy concentration increases

the conductivity shrinks.

We also performed local density of states calculation on several sites around the vacancy

to study the behavior of the bound-state and F-center wavefunctions. We approximate [15]

the decay of the bound-state intensity as p = poexp(-x2j2l2), where L is the decay length

of the bound state wave function. In figure 5 we show the spatial decay of this function

(where L is estimated equal 2.13v4) in solid curve. In order that the impurity band forms, it

is necessary that the bound state wave functions overlap from one defect to another. Hence,

we estimated the threshold of impurity band appearance to pe ss 9%, which is consistent

with our dc-conductivity results shown above. Hence our results show that the gap states

are localized for p < 9% of oxygen vacancies. We deduced that the studied films have oxygen

vacancies with concentrations lower than the threshold of impurity band formation.

5- Conclusions

We have shown that the slowly grown anodic TiO-i films have oxygen vacancies with

a concentration lower than the threshold of impurity band formation. As a consequence

the gap states raising from oxygen vacancies (as seen in STM experiments) are localized in

agreement with photospectroscopy experiment. We concluded that the oxygen vacancies

are playing the role of trapping centers (deep levels) impeding the electronic conduction in

these films.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1- Comparison of indirect bandgap plots between photospectroscopy experiments

(crosses) with the EOM method calculations (solid lines) for three films grown to 1.5, 3.5

and 5.5 V (of thickness 50, 120 and 200A respectively) The photospectra were collected

under a bias of 1.0 V. The vertical scale is arbitrary.

Figure 2: (a) The normalized conductance as a function of tip voltage for an Ir-Pt tip

and n-TiO3 (001) surface [2). (b) The solid curve presents the SDOS normalized to one

unit eel] (ratio of two Ti sites to four 0 sites); however, the dotted curve is due to partial

contributions from a ratio of two Ti sites to five 0 sites (to show the local effects seen in

STM). The same energy scale as fig.2a is shown for comparison.

Figure 3: Density of states without oxygen vacancies for 2D sample of size 40x40 units

(1200 sites). The top curve is the total DOS and the remaining curves show contributions

from titanium and oxygen sites.

Figure 4: DOS and DC-conductivity for a sample of 40x40 units containing oxygen va-

cancies with various concentrations {1, 8 and 10%). The scale shown is for the DOS in

1/eV units. However, the scales of conductivity in e2/ft are the one shown times: (a) 30,

(b) 4.5 and (c) 4.5

Figure 5: The spatial decay of the bound state (solid curve) and F-center (dotted curve)

wave function amplitudes.
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